Printer Showcase offers quick, simple and competitive financing solutions.
If you have any questions, please call; 772-978-1194 or kevin@centrafunding.com

The expense of running a business continues to go up, but you still need to
resources to replace and add equipment. Banks are difficult to work with, cash
flow is a concern and you need to conserve credit lines; what are your options?
One Popular Solution; Using Equipment Financing on your next purchase
Take a look closer at this form of financing over your bank, credit card or paying cash;
1. Section 179 Deduction: May be able to write off the 100 % of the purchases.
2. Proven Alternative: Equipment Financing has a long history of the go to choice for Small
Businesses, even when other options are available.
3. Variable Payments: Terms can be matched to cash flow, projected revenues, seasonal variations,
budget limitations and with little or nothing down.
4. Protecting Bank Lines: Bank lines are great for your short term needs. An available line of credit
is extremely valuable tool to address unforeseen emergencies. Using them to finance equipment can
be dangerous and shortsighted for businesses.
5. Avoiding Bank Restrictions: Traditional bank lending arrangements include blanket liens,
restrictive covenants, rate escalation, call anytime provisions, compensating balance requirements or
many other surprises. We simply do not include these restrictive clauses.
6. Simple and Easy: Our agreement feature simple same day electronic documentation, approval in
hours and the peace of mind to acquire the machine you need without delay.
7. Flexible: We allow you to upgrade & add-on without penalty and even pay-off early.
8. Does Not Negatively Affect Personal Credit: We make soft credit pulls and do not report to
credit bureaus. Your credit rating is not adversely effected like with a loan, credit card or line of
credit; which could result in higher rates on credit cards, installment loans and even home
mortgages resulting more expensive financing in the future.
Simply clink the link here or use your phone’s camera to scan the Q Code
to the right to take the next step in financing your next purchase.
If you have any questions, please call; 772-559-8193
or kevin@centrafunding.com.

